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THE SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE HUSSARS

DUMMY MEN & WEAPONS HELP TO CAPTURE 3,000 ITALIANS-

High Speed Artillery Fire in Defence of Tobruk•

The South Nottinghamshire Hussars are one of several crack yeomanry

regiments who in the mechanised army of today have been converted into Royal Horse

Artillery. The Horse Artillery are the gunners of the Royal Armoured Corps;

without them the tanks would be crippled in both attack and defence. They have a

vital part to play; their courage in playing it is recorded in their long list of

awards for gallant service in Libya.

"FRIGHTENING THE WOPS"

The South Nottinghamshire Hussars arrived on the Egyptian frontier at the

time of Italy’s entry into the war. They had already put in six.months hard

training in the Middle East with cavalry units which had brought them to the

highest pitch of efficiency, - ...

They soon had a chance to prove what they could do and made full and

brilliant use of that opportunity. At a critical moment in General Wavell’s

campaign it was decided to demonstrate against the strongly-held Italian camp of

Maktila and so pin large enemy forces to the ground. The South Nottinghamshire

Hussars'were given the task of "frightening the wops", as one of their officers

described it.

WOODEN GUNS & DUMMY MEN

A special party was sent off into the blue, supplied with 4 wooden guns,

21 dummy men and some bombs which went off with a report, a flash and a cloud of

smoke. The troops were delighted with the deception; "just like a gun going off"

they said. For a week they lived rough, not even taking off their boots, having

no water to wash or shave, and being so encrusted with sand that they could not

comb their hair. But they finished the job,

Contact was established outside Maktilla late in the evening; the dummy

guns and dummy gunners were half-hidden with every appearance of care in positions

where the Italians could not fail to see then. One real gun was quite concealed

a quarter of a mile away. Next day the pretended attack began and the enemy

replied with such vigour that the affair looked very like a real battle.

The Italian command was deceived and during the night withdrew its forward

troops several miles. Thereupon the South Notts, Hussars, eager for a repeat

performance, packed up their stage properties and followed. Their real gun came

into play, firing, leaping forward and firing again, V/hat could be put on as the

next act had begun to puzzle the actors when without warning the curtain came down

and the play was over. The enemy hoisted the white flag on the fort; 5,248
prisoners surrendered to 1 gun and 1 platoon of about 50 all told.

/mine SPOTTING



MINE SPOTTING- IN THE SUEZ CANAL

From the "Western Desert the South Nottinghamshire Hussars hurried

eastward to the Suez Canal, Enemy planes mere dropping magnetic mines daily
in the waterway, Without turning a hair the Hussars took on an entirely
novel job, and very soon had ‘become expert nine "spotters", They were not

left long to practise their accustomed efficiency in its latest form. Before

February 1941 was out they had gone hack to the desert, this time between the

Canal and Cairo, to he put through on intensive "refresher course" in their

own trade of highly mobile artillery*

BACK TO THE DESERT

As a fortunate result, they‘were on their toes when on emergency call

cone for additional artillery support for the Australian Division in Tobruk,

A dash from Cairo brought them to the fortress in the last convoy which

entered the perimeter by land. The investment was complete the day after

their arrival,

The South. Notts, Hassons-and the Austro,lions be cyme the best of friends.

During weeks of fighting when the enemy launched . attack after attack only to

be beaten off every- time, they acquired a whole-hearted admiration of each

others soldierly qualities.

2,000 ROUNDS IN 24 HOURS

Neither the Englishmen nor the Australians micro ever , .'found wanting in

any of the critical situations : they dominated together. Often the Hussars

fired over 2,000 rounds in 24 hours, and the Commonwealth infentry whom they

supported were so much impressed with the speed and accuracy of their shooting

that all ranks in the division adopted a proverb, "Not without the Notts; we

won’t go anywhere without them*" j

The South Notts, Hussars are rightly proud of their service throughout the

siege of Tobruk from the first investment, until the break out and of the high

regard they conned by their good work from.troops little given to uncritical

praise. Not loss dear to them is the memory of a close association with the

"pride of-the Army and the right of the line". In the past they have, fought

side by side with the famous Chestnut Troop and. Rocket Troop of the Royal Horse

Artillery, to whom the stories of Alkmaar, the Peninsula, Waterloo, the Crimea,

South Africa, and the Four fears 1 War are" still a living, inspiration. In such

company the South Notts, Hussars have felt that to shoot .as fart and as straight

as the best was indeed an achievement.
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